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ABSTRACT
The S-adenosylmethionine-1 (SAM-I) riboswitch
mediates expression of proteins involved in sulfur
metabolism via formation of alternative conforma-
tions in response to binding by SAM. Models for
kinetic trapping of the RNA in the bound conforma-
tion require annealing of nonadjacent mRNA
segments during a transcriptional pause. The
entropic cost required to bring nonadjacent
segments together should slow the folding process.
To address this paradox, we performed molecular
dynamics simulations on the SAM-I riboswitch
aptamer domain with and without SAM, starting
with the X-ray coordinates of the SAM-bound RNA.
Individual trajectories are 200ns, among the longest
reported for an RNA of this size. We applied prin-
ciple component analysis (PCA) to explore the
global dynamics differences between these two
trajectories. We observed a conformational switch
between a stacked and nonstacked state of a
nonadjacent dinucleotide in the presence of SAM.
In the absence of SAM the coordination between a
bound magnesium ion and the phosphate of A9, one
of the nucleotides involved in the dinucleotide stack,
is destabilized. An electrostatic potential map
reveals a ‘hot spot’ at the Mg binding site in the
presence of SAM. These results suggest that SAM
binding helps to position J1/2 in a manner that is
favorable for P1 helix formation.
INTRODUCTION
Most folded, functional RNAs require conformational
ﬂexibility to perform their biological role (1). Often,
RNA folding occurs as a response to speciﬁc signals, such
as the binding of a protein, small molecule ligand or metal
ion (2). A riboswitch is an autonomous cis-regulatory ele-
ment that can control gene expression by sensing levels of
small molecule metabolites, such as amino acids, nucleo-
tides, or enzyme cofactors (3,4). Riboswitches are widely
distributed in genomic sequences (5,6). They have been
proposed as RNA targets for novel small molecule drugs
(7). Riboswitches contain an aptamer domain that can
bind to the eﬀector ligand with high speciﬁcity (8–10).
The mechanism of riboswitch function involves formation
of alternative secondary structures in the presence and
absence of the metabolite ligand (8,9). It is not clear how
these interactions between small molecules and RNAs are
coupled to the RNA secondary structures.
The S-adenosylmethionine-1 (SAM-I) riboswitch
appears in the 50 untranslated region (50-UTR) of the mes-
senger RNA (mRNA) of a number of bacteria. It
modulates expression of genes involved in the biosynthesis
of methionine, cysteine, SAM and other sulfur-containing
metabolites in response to the concentration of SAM
in vivo (11–14). Genetic and biochemical studies
(11–13,15) propose the following model for the regulatory
mechanism of SAM-I riboswitches (Figure 1a). In the
absence of SAM, the SAM-I riboswitch forms the anti-
terminator (AT), which prevents formation of the termi-
nator (T) that is required for r-independent transcription
attenuation. Binding by SAM triggers formation of the
anti-anti-terminator (AAT) that occupies the 50 strand
of the AT. Under these conditions, the formation of the
T facilitates transcription termination, turning oﬀ the
expression of a set of downstream genes that are involved
in sulfur-related metabolic pathways. An important ques-
tion raised by this model is how SAM binding facilitates
AAT formation.
Studies of other riboswitches (16,17) have pointed
toward the importance of kinetic factors in determining
ligand binding and riboswitch conformations. It has been
proposed that SAM binds to the AAT and ﬁxes the con-
formation before the polymerase can complete the synthe-
sis of AT and T forming segments of the 50-UTR mRNA
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pairing between two distal mRNA segments to form
the P1 helix. This process requires the RNA to overcome
an entropic barrier, which is expected to slow the
folding process (20). The barrier may be overcome if the
polymerase pauses long enough to allow folding before
completing synthesis of the AT-forming segments. The
model of kinetic control is strengthened further if ligand
binding can accelerate the folding of the aptamer domain,
as has been suggested for purine-binding riboswitches
(17,21).
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been used
to address similar mechanistic questions in protein
dynamics (22,23). These methods have limitations due to
the large number of degrees of freedom, computational
demands and the diﬃculties of preparing accurate force
ﬁelds (24,25). Distinct characteristics of nucleic acids
further complicate the application to RNA: the highly
Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the regulatory mechanism of the SAM-I riboswitch. This model has been previously described (11–13,15). In the presence
of SAM, pairing of nonadjacent regions (highlighted in blue) forms the P1 helix of the anti-anti-terminator (AAT) structure, which prevents
formation of the anti-terminator (AT). Under these conditions, the r-independent terminator (T) hairpin can form to achieve transcriptional
attenuation. (b) Three-dimensional crystallographic structure of the SAM-I riboswitch from T. tencongensis (35). A close-up is shown of the
SAM binding pocket, highlighting the positions of two of the residues that are observed to contact the RNA. (c) Secondary structure representation
of tertiary interactions observed in the crystallographic [Residues in red are involved in formation of the SAM binding pocket. The direction of the
arrow is from 50 to 30. The base pairs are automatically identiﬁed using RNAVIEW (60). The structural motifs are annotated as ref. (61)].
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ionic environment and distinctive hierarchical folding
mechanisms (26–29). Nonetheless, it is widely accepted
that simulation protocols for RNA systems are mature
enough to provide physical insights regarding atomistic
details (26,27,29–31). For example, when applied carefully
simulations have produced valuable insights, cross-
validated by experimental data, regarding ionic and
electrostatic interactions (32), ribozyme folding and catal-
ysis (33) and ligand–RNA interactions (34) for RNAs
up to the  25kDa range.
In this manuscript, we report long timescale (200ns)
MD simulations of the SAM-1 riboswitch aptamer
based upon the crystal structure in the AAT conformation
from Thermoanaerobacter tengcongensis in complex with
SAM (35). This is one of the longest simulations to date of
an RNA of this size (32.2kDa) (36). We repeated the sim-
ulation with SAM absent. Principal components analysis
(PCA) of the covariance matrix for the atomic coordinates
based upon each trajectory has been performed. In the
presence of SAM the MD trajectory preserves critical con-
tact distances between the RNA and SAM, as well as with
a bound magnesium ion. Many of these contacts involve
tight interactions with the J1/2 junction connecting the 50
end of the RNA with the P2 helix. When the ligand is
removed, contacts between the magnesium and the phos-
phate backbone of J1/2 are destabilized. Intriguingly, we
observe a nonadjacent dinucleotide stack, which, though
not present in the T. tencongensis X-ray coordinates, has
appeared in a more recent SAM-I riboswitch from another
organism. Altogether, our ﬁndings suggest a hypothesis
for how SAM binding can accelerate and/or stabilize
AAT formation by constraining the position of J12, thus
reducing the entropic barrier for the annealing of the
P1 helix.
METHODS
The aptamer domain of T. tengcongensis SAM-I
riboswitch and its complex with SAM has been submitted
to MD simulation for 200ns using an explicit water
solvent model. The 2.9-A ˚ crystal structure of SAM
bound to the aptamer domain of SAM-I riboswitch (35)
is used as the starting point. The simulations with SAM
are designated as SAM_TRAJ, while the simulations
without ligand are denoted as WOSAM_TRAJ. A
second simulation was carried out with identical protocols
and length as SAM_TRAJ. Some analysis plots for the
second trajectory with SAM are included in the
Supplementary Data. From this point on, we discuss
only SAM_TRAJ and WoSAM_TRAJ, concentrating
on those aspects of SAM_TRAJ that were preserved in
the trajectory of the second simulation with SAM present
(unless otherwise noted).
MD simulation
The starting structure is the crystal structure of SAM
binding to the aptamer domain of the SAM-I riboswitch
in the AAT conformation (35) (PDB ID: 2GIS). In
WOSAM_TRAJ, SAM is directly removed from the
X-ray crystal structure and replaced with solvent water.
Water and two magnesium ions in the crystal structure are
kept. All the simulations are performed using NAMD 2.6
(37) with amber99bsc0 correction force ﬁeld (25).
Parameters for SAM are from the Generalized Amber
Force Field (GAFF) (38) and missing parameters are
calculated using ANTECHAMBER (39) using the
AM1-bcc model (40). The starting structures are prepared
using the LEaP module in AMBER (41). The RNA
molecules are solvated in a cubic solvent box of TIP3P
waters (42) with a 16-A ˚ padding in all directions.
Sodium ions are placed in the most negative position
around RNA in order to neutralize charges of the
system. Energy minimizations are carried out to remove
bad contacts. Starting from 0K, the temperature is raised
10K for every 10000 steps and is held constant after
reaching the desired temperature (300K) using tempera-
ture reassignment. Harmonic constraints were applied on
the RNA and gradually removed over the equilibration
steps using scale from 1.0 to 0 with 0.2 increment per
50000 steps. MD simulations are performed in the NPT
ensemble. The Langevin dynamics was used for constant
temperature control, with the value of Langevin coupling
coeﬃcient and the Langevin temperature set to 5ps and
300K, respectively. The pressure was maintained at 1 atm
using the Langevin piston method with a period of 100fs
and decay times of 50fs. The time step is 2fs for both
equilibration and production phase. Bond lengths between
hydrogens and heavy atoms are constrained using
SHAKE (43). The long-range electrostatics is treated
with the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method (44) with a
cutoﬀ distance 12A ˚ . The trajectory is recorded for every
10ps.
Root mean square deviation (RMSD) and Root mean
square fluctuation (RMSF) calculation
We have calculated RMSD values including heavy atoms
only. Both the X-ray structure and the average structure
have been used as references, as noted in the text and ﬁg-
ure captions. We have also calculated the RMSF (45)
which provides information about the atomic ﬂuctuations
over the trajectory broken down by residue. Both the
RMSD and RMSF are calculated using the ptraj
module in AMBER (41).
Details regarding the PCA, mapping of the electrostatic
potential (ESP), and clustering analysis are in the
Supplementary Data.
RESULTS
We aimed to submit the X-ray coordinates of the SAM-I
riboswitch aptamer domain to a relatively long timescale
(200ns) MD simulation. The resulting trajectory samples
the energetically accessible conformational space in the
vicinity of the X-ray coordinates. We repeated the
calculations and subsequent analysis with SAM removed
to determine the eﬀect of the ligand on the trajectory. We
carefully monitored the overall deviation of coordinates
from the starting structure and from an average structure.
In this way, we could determine when our simulations had
6530 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 19equilibrated, and detect signs of instabilities in coordinates
which might indicate intrinsic problems with the structure
or simulation parameters.
RMSD and RMSF of the binding pocket
The residues that have atoms within 5A ˚ of SAM were
deﬁned as the binding pocket (Figure 1b and c).
The RMSD of all heavy atoms in the binding pocket
with reference to the crystallographic structure is pre-
sented in Figure 2. Each snapshot has been superimposed
on the crystallographic coordinates to remove the overall
translational and rotational motion. In SAM_TRAJ, the
binding pocket is relatively stable throughout the trajec-
tory, though the full RMSD shows an increase in the ﬁnal
 10% of the 200-ns simulation (see ‘Discussion’ section).
The interactions between the ligand and the residues in the
binding pocket are maintained (see below). However,
in the absence of SAM, the RMSDs gradually increase
up to 100ns. This result indicates instabilities in the
crystallographic structures when the ligand is removed.
The RMSFs of residues in the binding pocket increase
in the absence of SAM (Supplementary Figure 1).
Altogether, these results suggest that the binding pocket
conﬁguration requires the presence of SAM to maintain
a stable fold. Over the course of our simulations,
SAM_TRAJ ﬂuctuates about an equilibrium structure
which is close to the X-ray coordinates (Supplementary
Figure 2). WoSAM_TRAJ, on the other hand, does not
reach a stable, equilibrium structure after 200ns of
simulations (Supplementary Figure 2).
Essential dynamics of the SAM-I riboswitch
The MD simulation samples the 3N-dimensional space
corresponding to the positions of the N atoms. We used
PCA as a guide to identify signiﬁcant dynamic processes
from this very large data set. The ﬁrst several eigenmodes
indicate the directions of global motions and the
eigenvalues indicate the magnitude of the motion along
each eigenmode. The eigenmodes associated with the
largest eigenvalues have the largest contribution to essen-
tial dynamics (46). The approach contrasts with conven-
tional normal mode dynamics, which detects relatively
trivial harmonic motions. The projection of the trajectory
on an eigenmode, which is called the principle component,
provides the time-dependent dynamics of the system along
this eigenmode.
Here, PCA is applied to both SAM_TRAJ and
WOSAM_TRAJ. The eigenvalue drops steeply in the
ﬁrst 10 eigenmodes, and the ﬁrst 5 eigenmodes account
for about 72% of the ﬂuctuation of the trajectories
(Supplementary Figure 3). The RMSF plots of both
trajectories along their ﬁrst 5 eigenmodes are displayed
in Supplementary Figure 3, which present the ﬂuctuations
on an atomic basis. Based on these plots, the regions
that are responsible for the most variance in atomic
position can be identiﬁed. A clustering analysis
identiﬁed three major structure clusters over the course
of the trajectory. These are plotted as a function of the
ﬁrst two principle components in Figure 3a, alongside rep-
resentative snapshots of each cluster for WOSAM_TRAJ.
The plot shows that the PCA and clustering analysis have
identiﬁed similar dynamic processes in WOSAM_TRAJ.
Snapshots representing each cluster reveal a large
scale relative motion of helices P1 and P3 (Figure 3, see
also Supplementary Movie 1). The P1 helix moves
in the opposite direction relative to the P3 helix along
the 1st eigenmode in WOSAM_TRAJ (Supplementary
Figure 4). The time evolution of the ﬁrst principle compo-
nent and the distance monitor shows that the P1 helix
and the P3 helix separate in the ﬁrst 100ns and then
move close together in the second 100ns (Figure 3,
Supplementary Figures 3 and 4). Like a pair of chopsticks,
the two helices move in phase but in opposite directions.
The change from positive to negative correlation for these
two helices upon removal of SAM is highlighted in
Supplementary Figure 4.
The residues that display spike patterns in both
trajectories are highlighted in Supplementary Figure 3.
These residues (A14, U34 and A51) are highly exposed
to the solvent in the crystallographic structure (35).
Residue A9 has a spike pattern along the ﬁrst 5
eigenmodes in SAM_TRAJ. A9 has the opposite orienta-
tion as compared to other nucleotides in single stranded
junction J1/2, but it is placed close to residues in J3/4.
Aside from the A9 and A14 residues, motions in the
presence of SAM are conﬁned to the P4 helix. This is
the only large-scale secondary structure element which
does not contact SAM. Overall, the PCA analysis indi-
cates that SAM binding contributes to the formation of
a stable core tertiary fold, in agreement with ﬂuorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) and gel mobility
studies (47).
Transient formation of a nonadjacent dinucleotide stack
In order to understand the continuing dynamic behavior
observed for A9 in the presence of SAM according to the
PCA analysis we inspected more closely the movement
of this residue over the course of the trajectory. We
observed that A9 and U63 transiently form a non-adjacent
dinucleotide stack resembling a motif originally observed
in a ribosomal RNA (48,49) (Figure 4a). The LJ energy
between nucleotides A9 and U63 was used to monitor
this nonadjacent dinucleotide stack. Strongly favorable
(negative) values indicate that A9 and U63 are stacked,
while we interpret values near zero as unstacked. Some
sample snapshots are presented (Figure 4a) and a movie
(Supplementary Movie 2). Multiple instances of the
Figure 2. Time evolution of RMSD of the binding pocket and the
ligand SAM relative to X-ray coordinates (35). In the presence of
SAM (SAM_TRAJ, red), the RMSD is stable, while in the absence
of SAM (WoSAM_TRAJ, blue), the RMSD increases until  100ns.
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tens of nanoseconds.
The sample snapshots show that only one stacked
mode between A9 and U63 is found in SAM_TRAJ.
WOSAM_TRAJ adopts the same stacking mode as
SAM_TRAJ at the beginning of the simulation. Before
20ns the glycosidic angle of the nucleotide U63 ﬂips
from anti to syn (Figure 4a and b). Later, a transition
between stacked state and unstacked state of A9 and
U63 is coupled with a shift in glycosidic angle from anti
to syn on A9 and from anti to high-anti on U63 in
SAM_TRAJ (Figure 4a–c).
A histogram showing the occupancy of glycosidic
angles in Figure 4c gives an indication of the ‘essential’
nature of the motion involving A9 in SAM_TRAJ. This
residue undergoes a biphasic ‘jump’ motion between
stacked and unstacked conﬁgurations. By contrast, in
WOSAM_TRAJ motions involving A9, though present,
Figure 3. Clustering and principal component analysis (PCA) point toward a chopstick-like motion involving P1 and P3 helices in the absence of
SAM. (a) Projections of snapshots of the WOSAM-TRAJ are plotted against the ﬁrst two principal components and color coded according to a k-
means clustering (k=3): cluster 0: green; cluster 1, cyan; cluster 2, magenta.. Representative snapshots from each cluster are also shown. This plot
indicates that snapshots can be broadly clustered into two groups (cluster 1 and cluster 2) with cluster 0 representing a group with characteristics
similar to those of cluster 2. The projection along PC1 broadly separates the clusters, while projection along PC2 completes the separation between
clusters 0 and 2. Structures of representative snapshots indicate that clusters are distinguished by a dramatic change in relative position of P1 and P3.
(b) (From top to bottom) The time evolution of the ﬁrst principle component of WoSAM_TRAJ. (each snapshot is color-coded as in Figure 3a).
RMSD for each snapshot in WOSAM_TRAJ relative to the representative snapshots for cluster 0 (cyan curve) and for cluster 2 (magenta curve).
The distance between the Center of Mass (COM) of P1 and P3 for WOSAM_TRAJ (blue) and for SAM_TRAJ (red). During the ﬁrst half of
WOSAM_TRAJ, P1 and P3 helices move apart (clusters 0 and 2), then they move back together during the second half of the trajectory (cluster 1).
6532 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 19may be harmonic, as indicated by the near-Gaussian
distribution of glycosidic angle occupancies. U63 may
be undergoing anharmonic motion in WoSAM_TRAJ.
The correlation between the non-adjacent dinucleotide
stack and the glycosidic angle of A9 in SAM_TRAJ is
again apparent, since both monitors show a biphasic
distribution of values over the course of the trajectory.
Coordination of the specific binding magnesium ion
with J1/2 and J3/4 phosphates
In the crystallographic structures of the SAM-I
riboswitch, a speciﬁc magnesium binding site is found
between the junction J1/2 and the junction J3/4 (35).
This speciﬁc bound magnesium ion is also similarly
found in a recent crystallographic structure of the yit-J
SAM-I riboswitch (Ailong Ke, personal communication).
The magnesium ion apparently counters the electrostatic
repulsion between the phosphate backbone of J1/2 and
that of J3/4. In addition, this magnesium binding site is
close to the SAM-binding pocket. We monitored the
distances of this magnesium to negatively charged atoms
on the RNA during our simulated trajectories (Figure 5b).
In WoSAM_TRAJ, the contact distances between the
magnesium ion and the phosphate backbone of J1/2
lengthen, while those with the phosphate backbone of
J3/4 hold constant. The S-turn motif in J3/4 is preserved
during the simulation. In SAM_TRAJ, all of the magne-
sium distances are constant through the simulation.
We deﬁned a pseudo-residue by combining those
phosphates which contact the magnesium ion in the
X-ray structure, and monitored the radius of gyration of
this residue over the course of the two trajectories
Figure 5. Relaxation of the magnesium coordination with J1/2 in the
absence of SAM and its coordination with the backbone of nucleotide
A9 is correlated with the A9/U63 dinucleotide stack state (Figure 4).
(a) Residues near the speciﬁc magnesium binding site; (b) distance
monitor between the speciﬁc binding magnesium and atoms on the
phosphate backbone (Red: SAM_TRAJ, blue: WoSAM_TRAJ). Coor-
dination of the magnesium ion with phosphates in J1/2 is stabilized in
SAM_TRAJ; (c) distance monitor between the speciﬁc binding magne-
sium and O30 in A9 in SAM_TRAJ. A slight shift is correlated with the
non-adjacent dinucleotide stack (see text and Figure 4).
Figure 4. A9/U63 dinucleotide stack state monitor and the correlation
with glycosidic angles for the respective residues. (a) Monitor of
Lennard–Jones energy (EVDW) of interaction between the A9 and
U63 residues involved in a nonadjacent stack in SAM_TRAJ (red)
and WoSAM_TRAJ (blue). Snapshots above the panel of the
A9/U63 stacking geometry show that the intervals during which
EVDW is lowered correspond to the dinucleotide stacked state; (b)
monitor of the glycosidic angle of residues involved in the nonadjacent
stack in all the simulations. Histograms showing occupancy of the
stacking states and glycosidic angles for A9 and U63 are on the right
side of each ﬁgure respectively. A biphasic distribution for the A9
glycosidic angle is indicative of anharmonic motions.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2009,Vol.37, No. 19 6533(Supplementary Figure 5). The eﬀective radius of gyration
is reduced signiﬁcantly in SAM_TRAJ as compared to
WoSAM_TRAJ.
These results suggest that binding of magnesium and
SAM might have a synergistic eﬀect on the stabilization
of the J1/2 junction. In addition, the coordination of this
magnesium ion with the 30 oxygen atom on A9 may be
correlated with the nonadjacent dinucleotide stack state of
A9 and U63 (Figures 3a and 5c). Coupled motions are
also apparent for the backbone torsion angles (a,g,
d,e,z) of A9 (Supplementary Figure 6).
An ESP map conﬁrms the likely presence of an
electrostatic ‘hot spot’ at this site in the presence of
SAM (Figure 6a). Close-ups of the hot spot for
representatives of each of the three clusters obtained
from SAM_TRAJ and WOSAM_TRAJ are shown in
Figure 6b. The maps show the hot spot surrounding the
Mg in a pocket tightly bounded by J1/2 and J3/4 in
SAM_TRAJ snapshots, but focused more narrowly near
the backbone of J3/4 in WOSAM_TRAJ. As force ﬁelds
for divalent ions are seen as problematic for nucleic acid
simulations (33), we performed a series of shorter
simulations in which Mg ions were removed and only
monovalent Na ions were present. A high occupancy of
the binding site of the removed Mg coordinating the J1/2
and J3/4 phosphate groups was observed for Na ions, with
two speciﬁc sodium ions in particular located permanently
near the phosphates of G10 and A11. More Na ions seem
to occupy the site with SAM present than with SAM
absent (Supplementary Movie 3 and Supplementary
Movie 4).
Interactions between the ligand SAM and the SAM-I
riboswitch
Residues in the binding pocket of the SAM-I riboswitch
and SAM form a network of hydrogen bonds (35). To
explore the interactions between SAM and the SAM-I
riboswitch aptamer, we monitored the distance between
donor and acceptor for possible hydrogen bonds as
indicated in the crystallographic structure (Figure 7). As
shown in the ﬁgure, all these contacts are maintained
during the simulation. Of these distances, the interactions
between the methionine chain moiety of SAM and
G11/G58 persist most rigidly through the simulation.
In addition, we monitored hydrogen bonding using the
hbond command in the ptraj module of Amber10 (41)
for all hydrogen donors and acceptors identiﬁed involving
SAM binding (Supplementary Table 1). In this analysis,
all possible hydrogen bond pairs were tracked. The major-
ity of the hydrogen bond pairs were observed between
the carboxyl group/the amino group on the methionine
chain moiety of SAM and G11/G58 in the SAM-I ribo-
switch. Moreover, 3 of the 4 hydrogen bonds with highest
occupancy occur between the carboxyl group of SAM
and G11.
DISCUSSION
We have used MD simulations to probe the mechanism
for coupling between SAM binding and SAM-I riboswitch
conformation and secondary structure. Trajectories
obtained from our long timescale simulated trajectories
have been analyzed by PCA and clustering analysis and
ESP calculations. Our trajectories indicate that SAM
interactions with J1/2 are major contributors to binding.
Moreover, these interactions help to ﬁx J1/2 into a
conﬁguration that is favorable for P1 helix formation,
which has been proposed to be the kinetic barrier to
AAT formation (20). Comparison of the SAM_TRAJ
and WoSAM_TRAJ leads us to suggest that some details
of the bound SAM RNA conformation are stabilized
when SAM is present in the binding pocket.
Stabilization of the riboswitch aptamer core in the
presence of SAM
PCA analysis clearly suggests that a core region of the
aptamer structure, deﬁned as those secondary structure
elements that contact SAM with at least one residue (P1,
J1/2 and P3,) are stabilized when SAM is bound. P4
and some regions of P2, which do not have direct contact
with SAM, undergo more dynamic ﬂuctuations in
SAM_TRAJ. Two exceptions to this rule are A9, in
J1/2, and A14, the bulged nucleotide within the P2 helix.
Interestingly, these two residues have the lowest reported
electron density in the submitted X-ray data. The appar-
ent correlation in their motion, as indicated by the PCA
plots (Supplementary Figure 3) appears to reﬂect the fact
that adjacent secondary structure elements are undergoing
very little motion. The intervening residues (10–13) are
stacked and are held rigid by interactions with SAM and
magnesium. The unstacked status of A9 is reinforced by
the transient formation of the non adjacent dinucleotide
stack with U63 (see below).
J1/2 positioned for formation of the P1 helix
The observation of extraordinarily stable contact
distances between G11 and SAM is consistent with the
high sequence conservation observed at this position.
Mutation at this position eliminates the SAM binding
(11). This is consistent with previous ﬁndings that the
length of the methionine moiety is crucial for tight binding
of SAM to the aptamer domain (11). The interactions
between SAM and G11 are in the form of hydrogen
bonding. This may help explain the discrimination by
the riboswitch between SAM and its analog S-adenosyl
homocystein (SAH), which is restricted to adopt certain
conformations (35,50).
The monitor of magnesium coordination suggests that
J1/2 cannot maintain its compact conﬁguration as seen
in the crystallographic structure in the absence of SAM.
This conclusion is reinforced by the overall increase in the
radius of gyration of a pseudo-residue deﬁned by the
group of phosphates involved in coordinating the mag-
nesium (Supplementary Figure 5). However, a hot spot
of negative electrostatic potential seems to preserve the
magnesium coordination throughout the simulation in
the presence of SAM. This result is consistent with
biophysical studies which indicate that the compact
global folding of the SAM-I riboswitch is stabilized by
SAM binding (47). Altogether, these results suggest that
6534 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 19Figure 6. Electrostatic potential maps (ESPs) highlighting two orthogonal slices through a Mg binding site. (a) ESP map for the X-ray coordinates
with SAM bound. SAM is highlighted in yellow. J1/2 is highlighted in orange, J3/4 in magenta and the position of the Mg is highlighted by a green
sphere. Note that phosphate groups appear as red and some electropositive functional groups as blue. A large region of negative potential appears on
all sides of the Mg ion, bordered tightly by J1/2 and J3/4. (b) Close-ups of ESP in the region around the Mg site for three representative snapshots of
SAM_TRAJ (left) and WOSAM_TRAJ (right). The snapshots are chosen from the centroid of each of the three main clusters. In SAM_TRAJ
snapshots, the hotspot of negative potential is tightly surrounded by J1/2 and J3/4, whereas it is concentrated near J3/4 only in the absence of SAM.
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binding would then appear to lower the entropic cost
of pulling the 50 and 30 of the P1 helix together by pre-
positioning J1/2, thus facilitating formation of the P1
helix.
Although there is no experimental report of Mg ions
being replaced by Na ions in a stably folded SAM-I
riboswitch, we have performed simulations with only the
latter ion present. These simulations, together with the
ESP maps, indicate that the Mg binding site is located
within a pocket of strongly negative electrostatic poten-
tial in the SAM-bound form. The appearance of the
ESP maps for SAM_TRAJ (Figure 6b) suggests that the
contact between SAM and J1/2 positions the latter
close to J3/4, setting up a region of electrostatic repulsion.
Close contacts (<7A ˚ ;  3.5A ˚ for two contacts) observed
in the X-ray structure and in our simulations for the Mg
ion with phosphate moieties (Figure 5) are consistent with
inner shell binding (51).
The function of the non-adjacent dinucleotide stack
In SAM_TRAJ, the nonadjacent dinucleotide stack of A9
and U63 is transiently formed during the simulation.
Although the nonadjacent stack is not observed in the
X-ray structure of T. tencongensis SAM-I riboswitch
RNA, an analogous nonadjacent dinucleotide stack
(A10 and A84) is observed in the recent crystallographic
structure of the yitJ S-box riboswitch (Ailong Ke, personal
communication). Our simulations suggest that the
dinucleotide stack may be a conserved feature of SAM-I
riboswitches, though this tertiary interaction is apparently
not stably maintained. Coordination of the speciﬁc
binding magnesium and phosphate atom on A9 is coupled
with this dinucleotide stack state (Figures 4a and 5c) in
SAM_TRAJ, though not in the second SAM trajectory
(see Supplementary Data). When the stack is lost, the
coordination of the magnesium and phosphate atom
on A9 is shortened slightly. It is possible that this non-
adjacent dinucleotide stack stabilizes the tertiary
interactions between J1/2 and J3/4.
Although the simulation including bound SAM shows
transient formation of, loss, and reformation, of the A9/
U63 stack, the stack is maintained consistently through
WoSAM_TRAJ. As mentioned above, the signiﬁcance
of conformational changes observed in WoSAM_TRAJ,
including the observation of alternate glycosidic angles, is
diﬃcult to judge. Although we have used force ﬁeld
potentials which have been explicitly optimized with
glycosidic angles in mind (25), with no published apo-
structure available we have no means of cross validating
the details of WoSAM_TRAJ (see below). What we can
say from this trajectory is that in the absence of SAM, A9
will have a tendency to seek alternative conformations.
One correlate will be a weakening of the coordination
between the speciﬁc bound magnesium and the phosphate
of A9 mentioned above.
Robust features of long timescale simulations
Since the free-form structure of the aptamer domains have
not yet been available publicly or determined experimen-
tally, the free-form structure was simply obtained by
removing SAM from the coordinates of the bound com-
plex. However, the goal of this study is not to probe the
conformation of the free-form SAM-I riboswitch.
The limited timescales available to MD are not suﬃcient
to provide meaningful information in the absence of an
experimental determination of the equilibrium structure.
Our aim has been to understand eﬀects that SAM binding
has on the tertiary structure and dynamics of the aptamer
domain.
The simulations reported here are amongst the longest
all-atom trajectories reported for an RNA of this size to
date (36). Several hundred nanosecond simulations require
signiﬁcant computing resources. Coarse-grained models
or knowledge-based models could be an alternative but
Figure 7. The distances between hydrogen bond donor and acceptor of
hydrogen bonds between SAM and the SAM-I riboswitch RNA in MD
trajectory (nitrogen atoms are colored in blue, and oxygen atoms are
colored in red). The contacts between SAM and G11 and G58 are
extremely stable during the simulation. For the hydrogen bonding
monitor, see Supplementary Table 1.
6536 Nucleic Acids Research, 2009, Vol. 37,No. 19protocols are still in development (52). Recent simulations
have begun to press the limits of MD simulations well into
the tens of nanoseconds range or longer for biologically
relevant RNAs (33,34). The time evolutions of the RMSD
of all heavy atoms (atoms except hydrogen atom) with
reference to the crystal structure and average structure
during simulations are shown in Supplementary Figure 2.
As shown in the ﬁgure, the RMSD values with reference to
the crystallographic structure are maintained within 6A ˚ ,
which are reasonable for RNAs that have complicated
tertiary folding. The RMSD values using the average struc-
ture as a reference stays around 3A ˚ over the simulation.
The larger RMSDs, and larger-scale dynamic behavior
identiﬁed by PCA analysis in the absence of SAM, imply
that the aptamer structure as represented in the X-ray
coordinates requires the presence of bound SAM for
full stability. The ﬁrst 3 eigenmodes show a strong corre-
lation between the ﬁrst and second halves of SAM_TRAJ
(Supplementary Figure 7), in contrast to the cross corre-
lation map observed between the two halves of
WOSAM_TRAJ. We conclude that the essential dynamic
modes are consistent through SAM_TRAJ but not
through WOSAM_TRAJ.
An apparent jump in the RMSD for SAM_TRAJ
during the last 20ns of the trajectory indicates that at
this stage the simulation is beginning to deviate sharply
from the experimental coordinates. Until 160ns, the
RMSD stays within <5A ˚ of the X-ray structure.
Accumulation of small errors in the initial input are a
concern over a long MD trajectory (31). Recent progress
in reﬁnement of force-ﬁeld parameters and protocols has
increased conﬁdence in long timescale MD simulations of
protein dynamics (53). Few, if any, MD trajectories of
100ns or longer have been reported for RNA (31). For
these reasons, we ran a second 200-ns MD simulation with
SAM present (Supplementary Figure 8). The second tra-
jectory maintained an RMSD relative to the experimental
structure of less than  5A ˚ . Unless otherwise noted, we
highlighted only features of the SAM_TRAJ which were
present also during the second trajectory.
Effects of transcriptional pausing
The critical decision step in SAM-I mediated regulation is
the competence of the 30 sequence of the P1 helix to form
AAT or AT conformations. A folding simulation (20)
study has proposed that SAM can bind to the aptamer
after formation of the P3 helix, then accelerate overall
AAT folding. Several studies (19,54) have proposed that
transcriptional pausing or the kinetics of folding has an
eﬀect on this genetic decision step. However, the details of
how transcriptional pausing inﬂuences riboswitch regula-
tion are unclear. The actual number of nucleotides that
have been transcribed at the time when SAM binding
occurs is unknown.
Although tertiary structures are more brittle than the
secondary structures for RNA molecules, as evidenced in
the absence of SAM of this study, it is believed that it
is the tertiary structures that account for the kinetic
arrest of the structure rearrangement of RNA molecules
from mechanical pulling studies (55,56). The comparison
of the trajectories of the riboswitch with and without
SAM bound suggests a mechanism through which SAM
binding can stabilize the formation of the AAT confor-
mation relative to an alternative conformer, such as the
AT. Alternatively, by aiding the positioning of J1/2 SAM
binding may accelerate AAT formation during transcrip-
tion as predicted by models for kinetic control of
riboswitches. The placement of J1/2 facilitated by SAM
binding increases the probability, and therefore the rate,
of the encounter between the 50 and the 30 ends of the P1
helix. The results here are consistent with a kinetic eﬀect
arising from the binding of SAM, trapping the AAT con-
formation before the full AT sequence is synthesized by
the polymerase.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The results from MD simulations lead us to propose
that the positioning of J1/2 upon SAM binding helps to
overcome the entropic barrier to formation of the P1 helix.
SAM binding appears to facilitate the coordination of a
magnesium ion to phosphates within the J1/2 strand. This
proposed mechanism can be tested by single molecule
experiments (56) that can explore the energy landscape
of the folding or folding kinetics studies (57,58) with and
without SAM. Interestingly, a nonadjacent dinucleotide
stack that is present in a recent crystallographic structure
of the SAM-I riboswitch emerges in our simulations.
This ﬁnding leads us to suggest that the interaction may
form transiently in the T. tencongensis SAM-I riboswitch
RNA as well.
It is important to note that little structural or dynamic
information regarding the AT conformation is currently
available at this point. Future studies of transcriptional
pausing, dynamic equilibria between AAT, AT and T
forms, and, in particular, how these factors are correlated
with SAM binding, will be necessary to reveal the regula-
tory mechanism behind this system. Understanding the
molecular basis of riboswitch recognition of SAM and
the coupling between ligand binding and RNA secondary
structure is crucial for the design of novel riboswitch bind-
ing small molecules. Such designed ligands can provide a
powerful tool to further probe the ﬂexibility of riboswitch
RNA (59), and the link between RNA conformational
dynamics and function (1).
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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